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Abstract

Key exchange protocol is important for sending secret
messages using the session key between two parties. In or-
der to reach the objective, the premise is to generate a ses-
sion key securely. Encryption key exchange was first pro-
posed to generate a session key with a weak authenticated
password against guessing attacks. Next, another authen-
ticated key exchange protocols for three-party, two clients
who request the session key and one server who authenti-
cates the user’s identity and assists in generating a session
key, were proposed. Once the clients are under diverse cir-
cumstances, they have to be authenticate by their own serv-
er. That is, it needs four-party to complete this protocol.
In this paper, we focus on the four-party authenticated key
exchange protocol, and presents four-party EKE.

1 Introduction

Encryption key exchange(EKE) using Diffie-
Hellman [3] key exchange is a scheme proposed by
Bellovin and Merritt [1] which enables to generate a
session key securely between two authenticated parties. In
addition to key exchange, both parties have to authenticate
the other party’s identity and make sure he communicates
with the right person. In general, people are used to choos-
ing an easy-to-remember password for authentication.
But that will cause the system intruded by an attacker
using guessing attacks. In order to prevent this kind of
attacks, the scheme, EKE which allowed users to choose a
weak password to authenticate, was presented to solve this
problem.

In addition to two-party authenticated key exchange [2,
6, 10, 13, 15], three-party authenticated key exchange

scheme is also presented [5]. It includes three roles, two
clients and one server respectively. Its main goal is to make
two clients possess a session key through the server. The
clients must be recognized by the server. The server man-
ages all the clients, and helps them to generate a session
key. All of the clients trust the server.

Moreover, authenticated key exchange schemes are di-
vided into two classes according the modes of generating
session key. One is the scheme of key transfer, the other is
the scheme of key agreement. The session key of former is
chosen and transferred by the host, while the other is agreed
by the host and user after authenticating the user. Theoreti-
cally, key agreement protocol is fairer and more secure than
key agreement protocol because the session key of the for-
mer is computed by the owners of key. Nevertheless, the
session key of key transfer protocol is chosen by one par-
ty and directly distributes and communicates by encrypted
form. Once the interceptor gets the communicated informa-
tion, she has the opportunity to obtain the session key. How-
ever, the attacker has no information about the session key
generated by key agreement protocol using Diffie-Hellman
key exchange scheme.

Key agreement method is fair to two-party authenticat-
ed key exchange protocols while it is also secure to three-
party protocols. For original three-party schemes [4, 5, 8,
9, 11, 12], the server transfers the same session key to t-
wo requested clients. Once the key is used to communicate
between these two users, the server can wiretap the mes-
sages using the stored session key if the server is untrusted.
Even if the chosen session key is discovered or leaked, the
security crisis always exists when proceeding communica-
tion. Therefore, the key agreement method can clear up
this problem. The session key is decided by the two clients
rather the server. No one can be aware of this session key
but the persons who generated the key.



In three-party EKE, the clients are managed and authen-
ticated by the same server. Once the clients come from
different circumstances, they need to be govern and certi-
fied by diverse servers. The users only trust the server un-
der their own domain. Therefore, four-party EKE which
has four roles, two servers and two clients, is presented to
solve this problem. Similarly, four-party EKE like three-
party EKE has the same key generating modes, key transfer
and key agreement. In this paper, we propose a four-party
EKE protocol with key agreement which makes the protocol
fairer. In Section 2, we describe more detailed about four-
party EKE and also its notation used in this protocol which
presents in Section 3. In addition, the security analysis of
this protocol is represented in Section 4.

2 Description of Four-party EKE

In the past, encrypted key exchange(EKE) were divided
into two types, two-party and three-party. EKE is a key ex-
change protocol which the participators present their pass-
words for authentication and then cooperate to generate the
agreed session key. Two-party EKE is the original scheme
proposed for one client and one server generating a session
key. The main security goal is to prevent the guessing at-
tacks while the two parties use their shared password to re-
quest and generate a session key. Two-party EKE may be
extended to three-party EKE[14]. The members of three-
party EKE consists of one server and two clients. The ob-
jective is to generate a session key between two clients and
also authenticate the two clients by the server. This kind of
protocol must ensure the two clients may be authenticated
by the server or the protocol will be failed.

Due to the clients may be under the different domains or
circumstances, they have their own trusted server under this
situation. Therefore three-party EKE which only one serv-
er handles the whole protocol is not suited for use in this
environment. The assignments of the servers are to authen-
ticate the clients and also assist in generating the session
key between the clients. Once the clients are under diverse
circumstances, the servers should authenticate the clients
which are under their domination. Four-party EKE is the
only way to achieve the objective. Next, we will propose
the four-party EKE protocol. Some notations used in this
protocol are listed in Table 1 completely.

In Section 1, we refer to the modes of generating ses-
sion key including key transfer and key agreement. The key
transfer system is impracticable to content with four-party
protocol. The clients are under their own infrastructure and
only trust their own server. Therefore the party of choosing
and distributing key is hard to decide. If one of the servers
chooses the key, the client without her jurisdiction doesn’t

need to trust her, and vice versa. Hence key agreement sys-
tem is the best way for the four party. The clients trust the
session key their server sent, and key agreement tasks are
progressed between servers.

Table 1. Protocol notations
A;B: Honest entities.
SA; SB: The servers of A and B respectively.
ka; kb: The passwords of A and B.
(xSA; ySA): The private and public key pair of SA.
(xSB ; ySB): The private and public key pair of SB.
na; nb: The nonce keys of A and B.
K: The session key of A and B.
fmgk: A messagem encrypted by the asymmetric key
k.
[m]k: A message m encrypted by the symmetric key
k.
cSA; cSB : Challenges of SA and SB.
x,y: Random numbers.
g: Generator

3 Proposed Four-party EKE

In this section, a new EKE scheme is proposed for sup-
porting four parties to generate a session key. The four par-
ties consist of two clients requested the session key and t-
wo server whose duties are to authenticate the clients under
their jurisdiction and give assistance to generate the session
key. Besides, the server of the requested client only com-
municates with the opposite server, and doesn’t know the
client under the opposite server, and vice versa.

Our idea of this kind of protocol is divided into two part-
s, one is the clients’ tasks and the other is the servers’ as-
signments. The clients only present their passwords to the
servers for authentication and requesting the session key.
The remaining works are implementing by the servers in-
cluding authenticating the identities of the clients, generat-
ing the session key between the clients, explicit key con-
firmation, and transferring the session key securely to the
clients at last.

The detailed messages communicated between the par-
ties are listed in Table 2. To make the protocol clearly, we
introduce the complete procedures as follows.

(1) Client A requests a session key with client B and trans-
mits message 1 which includes the identities partici-
pated in this protocol except B, a nonce key na used
to encrypt the session key later, and A’s password ka
for authentication 2 to B.



(2) Client B like A computes fB;SB; SA; nb; kbgySB and
transmits message 2 to server SB.

(3) When receiving message 2, SB decrypts the message
encrypted by the public key of SB. SB can authen-
ticate B by checking the validity of kb. If it is true,
she chooses a random number y to compute g y and a
challenge cSB . Then SB sends message 3 to server
SA.

(4) Message 3 consists two messages which all encrypted
by the public key of SA, therefore SA can decryp-
t the messages. After decrypting the messages, SA
can authenticate A by checking the validity of ka, and
also get gy. If the identity of A is true, SA choos-
es a random number x to compute gx and a challenge
cSA. Then SA computes the session key K = gxy and
transmits message 4 to SB.

(5) When message 4 is received, SB can get gx and then
compute K = gxy. Therefore [cSA; cSB ]K can be de-
crypted by K, then SB obtains cSA and cSB . In this
step, SB has to send message 5 confirmed the session
key and message 5’ included the session key to SA and
B individually.

(6) After message 5’ is received, B can decrypt it using nb
and get K.

(7) When SA receives message 5, the procedures of key
confirmation are accomplished and also are proven the
session key is true. Then SA uses the nonce key na to
encrypt the session key K, and transmits message 6 to
A. After receiving the message, A can decrypt it using
na and get K.

Table 2. Four-party EKE
1. A! B : A; fA;SA; SB; na; kagySA
2. B ! SB :
fA;SA; SB; na; kagySA; fB;SB; SA; nb; kbgySB
3. SB ! SA :
fA;SA; SB; na; kagySA; fg

y; cSBgySA
4. SA! SB : fgxgySB ; [cSA; cSB ]K
5. SB ! SA : cSA
5’. SB ! B : [B;K]nb
6. SA! A : [A;K]na

4 Security Analysis

The main security property of EKE, two-party, three-
party, or even four-party EKE, is to prevent guessing at-
tacks by the intruders. Hence we will discuss whether

the proposed protocol suffers from this attack. Be-
cause the passwords of client A and B are included
in fA;SA; SB; na; kagySA and fB;SB; SA; nb; kbgySB ,
which are encrypted by the public keys of server SA and
SB, no one can get ka or kb unless he got the private key to
decrypt. Therefore the guessing attacks cannot succeed. If
someone got the nonce keysna or nb, he can guess the pass-
words by exhaustive search from message 1 or 2. But the
nonce key is a one-time encrypted key chosen at random, it
is impossible to be gotten by the intruder.

Another attack is the replay attack which the attacker re-
sends the former message and gets the session key without
any meaningful data such as passwords. In this protocol,
this attack is useless when an attacker replays message 1 or
message 2. Because the attacker cannot decrypt message 5’
or message 6 without nb or na no matter he disguises clien-
t B or A. In addition to replaying the clients’ messages,
it is also useless to play the role of servers by replaying
their messages. The attacker’s objective is to masquerade
the servers to obtain their session key or passwords. If mes-
sage 4, 5, 5’ or 6 is replayed, the attacker will be rewarded
for nothing and get no information. Because of replaying,
the messages can not be changed and the attacker has no
useful message from the unchanged message.

The securest scheme is to get up to perfect forward secre-
cy which is when the session key is leaked, the passwords
cannot also be known. On the contrary, when the passwords
are divulged, the session key is also secure. In this protocol,
if the session key K was leaked, the attacker only got the
challenges cSA and cSB from message 4. The passwords
are embeded in the encryption, no one can decrypt the mes-
sage unless he has the corresponding private key. Moreover,
the challenges cSA and cSB have no directly relation with
the encryption messages of message 1 and 2, it is impos-
sible for the attacker to guess the password as a result of
revealing the session key. Similarly, having the passwords
cannot help the attacker to get the session key.

One of the requirements of this protocol is to prevent that
the servers have knowledge about whom the client under her
government communicated with. That is, SA doesn’t know
whoB is and also SB doesn’t know whoA is. The purpose
of this requirement is to avoid the server’s eavesdropping
between the clients. The server only knows the opposite
server in this protocol.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new kind of EKE proto-
col, four-party EKE, which allows two clients under dif-
ferent severs to generate a session key and also authenti-



cate their identities. Unlike three-party EKE, it needs two
servers to support the clients creating the session key. Al-
so, we present the security analysis of this protocol such as
preventing guessing attack, replaying attack, and achieving
perfect forward secrecy.
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